ABSTRACT. The Wallmsn ordered compactification ,vex of a topological ordered space X is T-ordered (andhence equivalent to the Stone-(ech ordered compsctification) iff X is a 7'ordered c-space. In particular, these two ordered compactifications are equivalent when X is n dimensional Euclidean space iff n _< 2. When X is a c-space, oX is Tx-ordered; we give conditions on X under which the converse statement is abo true. We also fmd conditions on X which are necessary and suttcient for voX to be T. Several 
This paper continues the study of the separation properties of woX. If X is a c-space (meaning that the increasing and decreasing hulls of every c-set are closed), then oX is Trordered, and under certain further restrictions on X the condition of being a c-space is shown to be necessary in order for oX to be Trordered (see Theorems 2.7 and 2.8). Two conditions on X are found which are necessary and sufficient for oX to be T2; one is an ultrafdter condition, while the other is a version of normality for ordered spaces which we call %-normally ordered? For Trordered c-spaces, the notions %-normally ordered and ormally ordered (as defined by Nachbin, [5] ) are equivalent, but for Trordered spaces in general it is shown by examples that neither property implies the other.
One motivation for studying the Wallman ordered compactification is that it gives a convenient filter characterization for oX when X is a T-ordered c-space. For -uclidean n.space R , we If (X, _<)is a poset and A a non-empty subset of X, we deiiue d(A) {y X'y <_ z for some z A} to be the decreadn hull of A; the increadn hull i(A)is defined dually. We shall write d(:) (i(:)) in place of d({:})(i({:))). A subset A is increoJin (respectively, decreasing)if A --i(A)(respectively, A d(A)). A set which is either increasing or decreasing is said to be monotone. If Let us recall that for a space which admits a T2-ordered compactificstion (see [5] for a characterization of such spaces) there is always a largest T2-ordered compactification called the Stone-(ech ordered (or Sachbin) compactification denoted by oX (see [2] , [5] ). The two preceding theorems yield the following important corollary. Corollary 1.8 For a space X which admits a T2-ordered compactification, ooX and X are equivalent iff X is a T4-ordered c-space.
. Separation Properties of voX.
Given a Trordered space X, we already know that woX is T, d that woX is T-ordered iff X is a Tordered c-space. We shall now examine conditions on X subject to which woX is T-ordered or T. As it turns out, X can fail to have either of these latter properties, can have either one without the other, or can have both properties and still fail to be T-ordered; examples are given later to illustrate all of these possibilities. We begin by finding conditions on X which are necessary and suicient for oX to be T. ooX Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2) , and (3)is a routine exercise, and the equivalence of (4) and (5) was established in the previous theorem.
(1) = (5 {(zx, :2) R ' -1 < z < 1, -1 < z2 < 1). The closed square 9 = {(x, z) R 2 -1 < z <_ and L is a c-set in R , but K is not a c-set in R .
Such an example cannot be found in R a for n _< 2, since in these spaces every closed, convex set is a c-set. 
